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With the continuous progress of China's capital market, graded fund listed on 
Shanghai, Shenzhen Stock Exchange has also attracted investors’ attention. graded 
fund emerging in recent years is a new thing in China's capital market. As China's 
capital market is in its infancy and transformation stage,the level of knowledge and 
investment skills of market participants are uneven.Market is far from reaching the 
level of effective market.There are still a lot of arbitrage opportunities in the market, 
which are of no risk or low risk.Investors can still get a certain excess profit by 
arbitrage trading,As they did with graded fund.Due to the high cost of development 
and maintenance of the existing arbitrage trading system, only large institutional 
investors can afford it.Individual investors or small organizations are difficult to 
obtain, often can only use artificial means to carry out arbitrage transactions.But the 
artificial way of arbitrage has inherent defects such as low efficiency, high failure rate 
an so on, making it difficult to grasp arbitrage opportunities. 
The dissertation, combined with the current development of the capital 
market,expounds the relationship between the arbitrage trading and the efficient 
market hypothesis.The principle and the specific operation process of the graded fund 
arbitrage are discussed, and the graded fund arbitrage trading assistant system is 
designed and realized.The development of the system in accordance with the idea of 
software engineering, first of all needs analysis, then system design, and finally to 
carry out the implementation of encoding and system testing.Modular design is 
adopted between the various functions of the system.It was divided into data receiving 
and preprocessing, data query and representation, market analysis and trading rules, 
system maintenance and management modules and so on. 
The system uses B/S framework, with the advantages of convenient, compact, 
practical, and can help investors to a certain extent, improve the efficiency and 
success rate of graded fund arbitrage trading.The problem of low efficiency and low 















professional arbitrage tools are too expensive for ordinary investors. 
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所程序化交易总量的五成，比 2008年底的 27%增加了近一倍。在 2009年的第三
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